Knox offers a complete rapid access system for emergency access that minimizes critical delays, injuries and property damage caused by forced entry.

**1 PERIMETER ACCESS**

**KNOX PADLOCK™**
Knox Padlocks allow emergency responders to access manual vehicle and pedestrian gate entrances.

**KNOX GATE AND KEY SWITCH™**
The Knox Gate & Key Switch provides immediate access through electrical vehicle and pedestrian gates.

**2 BUILDING ACCESS**

**KNOXBOX® 3200/KNOXVAULT® 4400**
The high-security KnoxBox/KnoxVault holds keys and access cards critical for rapid access in an emergency.

**3 INTERIOR ACCESS**

**KNOX DOCUMENT CABINET™**
The Knox Document Cabinet houses vital emergency documents, including HazMat and emergency/response plans, interior keys and access cards.

**KNOX ELEVATOR BOX™**
Designed for the elevator bank, elevator override and drop keys are stored to save emergency responders time from locating the right elevator drop key to open landing doors during a rescue mission.

**4 FDC PROTECTION**

**KNOX FDC LOCK™/KNOX STORZ LOCK™**
Knox FDC Lock and Knox Storz Lock protect vulnerable fire department connections critical in fighting fire.

**KNOX STANDPIPE LOCK™**
The Knox Standpipe Lock protects standpipe and wall hydrant outlets critical for fighting fire in parking garages, building stairwells, etc.

**5 POWER CONTROL**

**KNOX REMOTE POWER BOX™**
The Knox Remote Power Box remotely operates a shunt trip breaker to safely remove or isolate power from a building or equipment.

**6 NARCOTICS CONTROL**

**KNOX MEDVAULT®**
The Knox MedVault stores narcotics in a locked vault on-site or in a rescue vehicle, reducing exposure to legal and regulatory sanction.

**7 KEY CONTROL**

**KNOX KEYSECURE®**
The Knox Master Key(s) is secured in a key retention device mounted in the vehicle and provides audit trail and security.

Access to what matters, when it matters.
Secure, Rapid Access Products
For Commercial Properties & Industrial Facilities

Building Access

KnoxBox® 3200 / KnoxVault® 4400
#3200 Series / #4400 Series
Provides emergency responders rapid access without forcing entry, minimizing critical delays, injuries and property damage.
- KnoxBox stores 10 keys max.
- KnoxVault stores up to 50 keys, FDC Wrench, and/or access cards.
- 3 color options: Aluminum, Black, Dark Bronze
- 2 mounting options: recessed or surface
- Optional Knox Tamper Alert connects to building’s alarm system for extra security

KnoxRemote Power Box™
#4505, #4506, #4507, #4508, #4534, #4535, #4536, #4537
Used to remotely operate a shunt trip breaker to safely remove or isolate power from a building or equipment.
- Colors available: Red only
- 2 mounting options: recessed or surface
- Optional Knox Tamper Alert connects to building’s alarm system for extra security

Interior Access

Knox Elevator Box™
#1403, #1404, #1433, #1434, #1437, #1438
AND EXPANSION PANELS: #1446, #1447, #1448
Provides quick access to the correct elevator drop key and interior keys to open an inoperable elevator and critical locked areas within a building.
- Holds 2 elevator door drop keys and up to 31 keys with optional key hook expansion panel
- 3 color options: Red, Aluminum, Dark Bronze
- Optional Knox Tamper Alert connects to building’s alarm system for extra security

Knox Standpipe Lock™
FDC Locks: Model # Varies
STORZ LOCKS: #5001, #5002
Locking mechanism secures and protects FDCs (fire sprinkler systems) against damage, vandalism and debris. Helps avoid costly back flushing service and replacement fees.
- FDC Locks: 2.5” and 15” diameter sizes;
- STORZ Locks: 5” and 4” diameter sizes
- FDC Swivel-Guard™ provides enhanced security against vandalism

Knox Gate & Key Switch™
#3501, #3502, #3503
Overrides electric gates in residential communities, parking garages and industrial gated areas.
- Available as a single or dual key switch, with or without mounting plate
- Dual locks enable shared access with other agencies
- Lock cover protects against extreme weather conditions

Power Control

Knox Elevator Box™
#1403, #1404, #1433, #1434, #1437, #1438
AND EXPANSION PANELS: #1446, #1447, #1448
Provides quick access to the correct elevator drop key and interior keys to open an inoperable elevator and critical locked areas within a building.
- Holds 2 elevator door drop keys and up to 31 keys with optional key hook expansion panel
- 3 color options: Red, Aluminum, Dark Bronze
- Optional Knox Tamper Alert connects to building’s alarm system for extra security

Knox Gate & Key Switch™
#3501, #3502, #3503
Overrides electric gates in residential communities, parking garages and industrial gated areas.
- Available as a single or dual key switch, with or without mounting plate
- Dual locks enable shared access with other agencies
- Lock cover protects against extreme weather conditions

Knox Padlock™
#3770, #3771, #3772
Provides rapid access into multifamily residences, gated communities, and temporary construction sites. Can be daisy-chained with a property owner padlock providing access for both the property owner and emergency responders.
- 3 padlock types available: shrouded, exterior, and interior
- Shackles are thicker than most standard padlocks and built to resist pull attacks
- Lock cover protects against harsh weather conditions

FDC Protection

Knox FDC Lock™ / Knox Storz Lock™
FDC LOCKS: MODEL # VARIES
STORZ LOCKS: #5001, #5002
Locking mechanism secures and protects FDCs (fire sprinkler systems) against damage, vandalism and debris. Helps avoid costly back flushing service and replacement fees.
- FDC Locks: 2.5” and 15” diameter sizes;
- STORZ Locks: 5” and 4” diameter sizes
- FDC Swivel-Guard™ provides enhanced security against vandalism

Knox Standpipe Lock™
MODEL # VARIES
Safeguards discharge standpipes and wall hydrants ensuring operational integrity for connections critical to fighting fire.
- Standard threads are NH (3.068 X 7.5 TPI) but can be customized to fit any 2.5” thread pattern
- Watertight
- Heavy-duty stainless steel construction to resist physical attack

Perimeter Access

Knox Gate & Key Switch™
#3501, #3502, #3503
Overrides electric gates in residential communities, parking garages and industrial gated areas.
- Available as a single or dual key switch, with or without mounting plate
- Dual locks enable shared access with other agencies
- Lock cover protects against extreme weather conditions

Knox Padlock™
#3770, #3771, #3772
Provides rapid access into multifamily residences, gated communities, and temporary construction sites. Can be daisy-chained with a property owner padlock providing access for both the property owner and emergency responders.
- 3 padlock types available: shrouded, exterior, and interior
- Shackles are thicker than most standard padlocks and built to resist pull attacks
- Lock cover protects against harsh weather conditions

Security is a top priority for Knox. Knox commercial key box products are UL listed.